The Disappearing Cryosphere: Impacts and Ecosystem Responses to Rapid Cryosphere Loss
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The cryosphere—the portion of the Earth's surface where water is in solid form for at least one month of the year—has been shrinking in response to climate warming. The extents of sea ice, snow, and glaciers, for example, have been decreasing. In response, the ecosystems within the cryosphere and those that depend on the cryosphere have been changing. We identify two principal aspects of ecosystem-level responses to cryosphere loss: (1) trophodynamic alterations resulting from the loss of habitat and species loss or replacement and (2) changes in the rates and mechanisms of biogeochemical storage and cycling of carbon and nutrients, caused by changes in physical forcings or ecological community functioning. These changes affect biota in positive or negative ways, depending on how they interact with the cryosphere. The important outcome, however, is the change and the response the human social system (infrastructure, food, water, recreation) will have to that change.
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Global average air temperature has warmed by 1 degree Celsius (°C) over the past century, and in response, the cryosphere—the part of the Earth's surface most influenced by ice and snow—is changing. Specifically, alpine glaciers are retreating, the expanse of Arctic sea ice has been shrinking, the thickness and duration of winter snowpacks are diminishing, permafrost has been melting, and the ice cover on lakes and rivers has been appearing later in the year and melting out earlier. Although these changes are relatively well documented, the ecological responses and long-term consequences that they initiate are not. Detailed studies have identified specific responses to individual components cryospheric changes (e.g., polar bear habitat and sea ice loss), but a more integrated view across many landscapes and types of changes has been lacking. In the present article, we draw largely—but not exclusively—from sites of the US Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Network (the special section in this issue; see especially Robertson et al. 2012) to synthesize our current knowledge of ecosystem responses to the changing cryosphere in an attempt to infer broad responses and to anticipate the further range of changes that we might expect. We contend that place-based, long-term, interdisciplinary efforts, such as LTER-type projects, are the best suited for tracking such changes and for detecting and understanding their cascading effects throughout the ecosystem.

The cryosphere

For the purposes of this synthesis, the spatial extent of the cryosphere for the Northern Hemisphere includes the mean February extent of snow cover (measured between 1987 and 2003) and the mean March extent of sea ice (measured between 1979 and 2003). For the Southern Hemisphere, we include the mean August and September extents of snow and sea ice, respectively. Broad statistics for the cryosphere and its changes are provided in table 1 and are depicted in figure 1.

Permafrost (figure 2a) is widespread in the Arctic and boreal regions of the Northern Hemisphere, with the permafrost zone occupying about 24% of the exposed land area. Most of this (78%) occurs in lowlands below 1000 meters (m) of elevation, whereas deposits of alpine permafrost are widely distributed. Changes in permafrost are typically documented by two metrics: temperature and the depth to the permafrost, which is defined as the active layer, which in turn is the surface layer that thaws seasonally. Since the 1980s, permafrost temperatures have generally increased between 0.5° and 2°C when measured at about 10 m, a depth at which seasonal variations cancel each other out and thus yield a seasonally constant value (Romanovsky et al. 2007). At some Russian sites, where many data are available, the active layer increased by 1.7–5.5 centimeters (cm) per year over the 10-year period between 1997 and 2007.
(Mazhitova et al. 2008), whereas other sites have shown little change (Zamolodchikov et al. 2008). However, recent data have shown that active-layer depth measurements alone may obscure the degradation of permafrost, because the ground surface subsides as permafrost thaws and internal ice melts. This subsidence process (called *thermokarst*) can radically restructure surface hydrology by altering the dynamics of water bodies, initiating or expanding surface channel incision, and drying surface soil layers. Observations near Toolik Lake, Alaska, have shown rapid mass wasting of surface soils undergoing thaw, which resulted in an increased loading of suspended sediment in streams, with direct and indirect effects on stream biota (Bowden et al. 2008). In the McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica, enhanced incision of stream water into massive subsurface ice has caused one river to flow underground for some distance. At Niwot Ridge in Colorado, increasing water flow and solute concentrations in early autumn have been attributed to the melting of alpine permafrost (Caine 2010).

One iconic and highly conspicuous feature of global warming is glacier recession (figure 2b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Definition and remarks</th>
<th>Extent (in $10^6$ km$^2$)</th>
<th>LTER site(s)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>Perennial or seasonal cover of the land surface: 98% in Northern hemisphere</td>
<td>1.9 (summer) 45 (winter)</td>
<td>ARC, AND, BNZ, CDR, KBS, KNZ, HBR, HFR, MCM, NTL, NWT, SGS, PIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaciers</td>
<td>Perennial snow or ice that moves Alpine glaciers and ice caps</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>MCM, NWT, PAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice sheets</td>
<td>Subsurface Earth material remaining below 0 degrees Celsius for at least 2 years</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>MCM, PAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permafrost</td>
<td>Subsurface Earth material remaining below 0 degrees Celsius for at least 2 years</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>ARC, BNZ, MCM, NWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake and river ice</td>
<td>Seasonal cover of lakes and rivers</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>ARC, AND, BNZ, CDR, KBS, KNZ, HBR, HFR, MCM, NTL, NWT, SGS, PIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea ice</td>
<td>Perennial or seasonal cover of the ocean</td>
<td>19–27</td>
<td>PAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* All extents are from table 4.1 of Solomon and colleagues (2007). The value for permafrost is the region in which permafrost occurs and includes both frozen and unfrozen soils. km$^2$, square kilometers; LTER, long-term ecological research.

*See table 2 for the site abbreviations.*

Figure 1. Approximate geographic limits of the cryosphere. (a) January climatology of Northern Hemisphere sea ice (measured between 1979 and 2005) and snow extent (measured between 1967 and 2005) with the North Pole referenced (the red dot). (b) September climatology of Southern Hemisphere sea ice (measured between 1979 and 2003) and snow extent (measured between 1987 and 2002) with the South Pole referenced (the red dot). Source: Reprinted from John Maurer, Atlas of the Cryosphere. National Snow and Ice Data Center (2007; http://nsidc.org/data/atlas).
Glaciers have been receding worldwide since the end of the Little Ice Age in the late 1800s, although regional and temporal variations in recession have occurred (Dyurgerov and Meier 2000). In recent decades, glacier-mass loss has accelerated, with the increased rate ascribed to increased temperatures. Glacier change in the United States reflects these global trends through area losses over the past century of 34%–56% in the Sierra Nevada and the Cascades of Oregon and Washington and about 40% at Niwot Ridge, in the Colorado Front Range. In contrast to these observations and to those elsewhere in the alpine Southern Hemisphere, glaciers in the McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica appear to be in equilibrium, since their positions have not changed since their observation began in 1993 (Fountain et al. 2006). The removal of water from long-term storage in glacial ice increases summer streamflow and global sea level. However, as the mass of glaciers decline, their ability to support summer streamflow declines, and they decrease in their ability to buffer the watersheds against drought.

Sea ice (figure 2c) occurs in the Arctic; in the Southern Ocean surrounding Antarctica and the Baltic Sea; and in part of the northwest Pacific, from the Siberian coast down to the Japanese island of Hokkaido. Most sea ice forms and melts annually, with perennial multiyear ice restricted to the high latitudes of the Arctic and Antarctica. Since the advent of continuous satellite monitoring in the late...
1970s, widespread decreases in sea ice have been recorded throughout most of the Arctic at an average rate of 3% loss per decade (Comiso and Nishio 2008). In contrast, decreases in Antarctic sea ice have been regionally confined and juxtaposed against regions of increasing sea ice, such that the average rate of change overall is a slight increase of 1% per decade. Changes in sea ice alter the extent and distribution of foraging platforms for larger mammals and refuge habitat for smaller species. At the Palmer Peninsula, seasonal sea-ice cover has been shrinking at astonishing rates because of increases in onshore winds driven by hemispheric changes in atmospheric circulation. The duration of sea-ice cover has declined by 85 days since 1978 (Stammerjohn et al. 2008).

Seasonal lake and river ice occur in all temperate regions, with durations of days to months, whereas perennial ice cover is only found at extremely high latitudes and elevations. The date of lake-ice formation and breakup is commonly recorded for commercial purposes related to shipping, trapping, fishing, ice harvesting, and transportation and yields an extensive long-term record (Magnuson et al. 2000). Since 1846, lake-ice duration in the Northern Hemisphere has decreased by 12 days per century, which is equivalent to a warming of 1.2°C per century. A 20-year record of ice thickness in late March on an alpine lake in the Niwot Ridge LTER site shows a consistent thinning of the ice cover at 2.0 cm per year (Caine 2002). Ice cover exhibits strong control over exchanges in gases and materials, solar radiation, and heat between aquatic habitats and the atmosphere. The duration of ice exerts a profound influence on the patterns of water circulation and thermal stratification, which are closely linked to the life cycles of aquatic organisms and to the biogeochemical cycling of the ecosystem.

Snow (figure 2d) is the largest component of the cryosphere in areal extent. About 98% of the snow-covered land on Earth is in the Northern Hemisphere, which contains nearly half of the planet’s land surface. In the Southern Hemisphere, over 99% of the snow cover is confined to Antarctica and largely consists of perennial snow. In the Northern Hemisphere, strong negative trends in the extent of snow cover have been observed over recent decades (Déry and Brown 2007). Increased snowfall and snow depth have been reported at the highest-elevation sites of the western United States (Williams et al. 1996); however, most locations in the Mountain West have experienced snowpack declines, and concern has risen about streamflow, water yields, and water supply. In the Pacific Northwest, extensive snow-covered regions are now deemed at risk in terms of their capacity to provide reliable water yields because of atmospheric warming, altitudinal shifts in the distribution of snow and rain, and declining winter snowpacks (Nolin and Daly 2006). Winter snow depths have also been decreasing throughout the northeastern United States. For example, at the Hubbard Brook LTER site in New Hampshire, the maximum snow depth has declined by 25 cm (7 cm water equivalent), and snow cover duration has decreased by 21 days over the past 53 years (Campbell et al. 2010), which has led to major changes in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.

One simple metric in the attempt to capture potential ecosystem vulnerability to changes in the cryosphere across ecosystems is the duration of frost and freezing temperatures (table 2, figure 3). Frost days are those with long-term mean daily minimum temperatures below 0°C; freeze days are those with long-term mean daily maximum temperatures below 0°C. Vulnerability can be thought of as susceptible to increased or decreased frost or freezing periods. For example, ecosystems that do not experience frost, such as those in the tropics, are highly vulnerable to cold temperatures. Significant ecosystem changes could be expected if the climate were to cool, making frost commonplace. Alternatively, ecosystems accustomed to long frozen periods, such as polar and high alpine ecosystems, are highly vulnerable to warm temperatures. Those ecosystems exposed to moderate periods of frost or freezing would be expected to be less vulnerable to changes in temperature. We focus on the warming climate, and as such, the tropical ecosystems will not be directly exposed to cryospheric losses, whereas polar and high alpine ecosystems may be the most vulnerable to such change. In table 2 and figure 3, we can see the vulnerability of the major ecosystem research sites under study by US scientists.

**Ecosystem responses to the loss of snow and ice**

The various components of the cryosphere provide physical habitat for diverse organisms. Iconic examples include polar bears and penguins in sea ice and pikas in rock glaciers (rock debris with ice filling the void spaces between the rocks; the mass flows downhill), but many other species ranging in size from microbes to whales inhabit permafrost, glaciers, sea-ice, and snow-covered landscapes. As these habitats shrink and disappear, resident species are forced to migrate, often tracking the distribution of receding frozen habitats across the landscape. Since different organisms respond and move at different rates (e.g., trees versus penguins), cryosphere recession can have many consequences: the fragmentation of animal and plant communities and the development of new assemblages, disruption of seasonally synchronized phenological connections among species, and losses in biodiversity and the associated changes in ecosystem function (Parmesan 2006). Although these processes are occurring at unprecedented rates in response to rapid climate warming, it has required decades of coordinated observations to document significant change and to uncover the mechanisms linking climate forcing to ecosystem responses.

Prolonged, systematic studies of this type are a key contribution of LTER. The LTER Network of sites facilitates long-term observations, experiments, and comparative studies that enable us to identify common processes and mechanisms across diverse ecosystems. The highly interdisciplinary nature of LTER helps to quickly reveal interpretations of
causes and consequences and needed adjustments of monitoring approaches to catch signals of previously unmonitored or unanticipated system behaviors. Here, we present some notable examples of ecological and biogeochemical changes in response to cryosphere loss.

**Changes in populations and trophodynamic implications.** Decadal-scale declines or distributional shifts in snow- and ice-dependent species are now extensive and well documented (Chapin et al. 2005). When ice-dependent species suffer habitat loss, the changes in frozen habitats (glaciers, sea ice, snowpacks, and permafrost) impose both bottom-up and top-down forcings on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Ice loss affects ecosystems directly through the loss of physical habitat and through alterations in thermal conditions and indirectly by altering light and nutrient supply to primary producers. Both Arctic and Antarctic sea ice harbor a resident microbial community of diatoms, other phytoplankton, bacteria, and protozoan grazers that contributes to the total primary production of polar seas. Like sea ice, ice and rock glaciers are habitats for specially adapted species that may disappear as glaciers retreat and their cold, glacier-fed streams disappear. The American pika (*Ochotona princeps*)—although it is not as well known or charismatic as penguins or polar bears—is attaining new status as a poster child for glacier loss and climate change. Pikas do not hibernate and use subsurface microclimates in rocky debris to persist where surface conditions would preclude their survival. Despite this adaptation, some local pika extinctions in the Northwest have been linked to cold exposure caused by a loss of insulating snow cover (Ray et al. 2012). Permafrost thaw also results in habitat disappearance for its resident species. Because permafrost occurs in so many different habitats in different stages of development, its loss may trigger primary or secondary successions.

Widespread past and projected future reductions in snow-cover extent, duration, depth, and water equivalent can also have extensive ecological repercussions. Many plant and animal species are adapted to snow-cover conditions and will perish if they are unable to migrate or tolerate less snow cover. Even so, not all animals that live in cold environments respond negatively to reductions in snow cover. For example, ungulates such as white-tailed deer, mule deer, elk, and caribou expend less energy and are less susceptible to predation when snowpacks are shallower. Some of the species most susceptible to snow-cover loss

---

**Table 2. Cryosphere processes at US Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Network sites and related LTER sites.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Record</th>
<th>Continental glacier</th>
<th>Alpine glacier</th>
<th>Sea ice</th>
<th>Lake ice</th>
<th>Continuous permafrost</th>
<th>Discontinuous permafrost</th>
<th>Seasonal snow</th>
<th>Transient snow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McMurdo</td>
<td>MCM</td>
<td>1988–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Tundra</td>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>1988–2008</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niwot Ridge</td>
<td>NWT</td>
<td>1952–2006</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonanza Creek</td>
<td>BNZ</td>
<td>1988–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer</td>
<td>PAL</td>
<td>1989–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loch Vale</td>
<td>LVW</td>
<td>1993–2008</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcell</td>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>1961–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Temperate</td>
<td>NTL</td>
<td>1978–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard Brook</td>
<td>HBR</td>
<td>1964–2007</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Forest</td>
<td>HFR</td>
<td>1964–2002</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellogg</td>
<td>KBS</td>
<td>1988–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortgrass Steppe</td>
<td>SGS</td>
<td>1969–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevilleta</td>
<td>SEV</td>
<td>1991–2010</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernow</td>
<td>FER</td>
<td>1951–2007</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konza</td>
<td>KNZ</td>
<td>1982–2011</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plum Island</td>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>1950–2004</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coweeta</td>
<td>CWT</td>
<td>1950–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>BES</td>
<td>2000–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrews Forest</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>1957–2007</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jornada</td>
<td>JRN</td>
<td>1983–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olympic</td>
<td>OLY</td>
<td>1962–2009</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The superscript number next to the abbreviation refers to the sponsoring agency for that site: 1, US LTER Network site; 2, US Geological Survey Water, Energy, and Biochemical Budgets site; 3, US Department of Agriculture Experimental Forest and Range site; 4, National Wildlife Refuge; 5, State Experimental Forest. Record refers to the length of the air-temperature record used to estimate frost and freezing duration at each location.
Changes in habitat and productivity regimes can ripple up the trophic ladder, as is demonstrated extensively in marine food webs. Changing snow and ice conditions alter habitat suitability for many bird species (e.g., petrels, Adelie penguins \( \text{Pygoscelis adeliae} \)) and limit the physical space available for habitation (Micol and Jouventin 2001, Weimerskirch et al. 2003). The huge populations of krill in Antarctic marginal sea-ice zones serve in turn as a major food resource for a suite of large predators, including seabirds, seals, and whales. Sea-ice microbial communities serve as a principal food source for juvenile krill, which also hide from predators in under-ice cryptic spaces. Therefore, the regional decline in the duration and extent of sea-ice cover in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas has resulted in declining abundance and ranges of Antarctic krill (\( \text{Euphausia superba} \)), possibly the most numerous metazoan species on Earth. Atkinson and colleagues (2004) documented large-scale, order-of-magnitude declines in krill populations over 50 years in the South Atlantic sector of the Antarctic seas. Meanwhile, the number of salps—pelagic, gelatinous, ice-avoiding tunicates with few predators—has increased; they have, in effect, replaced krill as an intermediate species in Antarctic marine food chains. One of the best-studied examples of the response of predator populations to sea-ice loss is the Adelie penguin, a true Antarctic penguin with strong fidelity to sea ice as a platform for foraging activity (Ducklow et al. 2007). Since 1975, Adelie penguins nesting near Palmer Station have declined by about 80% in response to a host of environmental changes, including habitat loss and altered food availability (figure 4). Fraser and Hofmann (2003) demonstrated that penguin chicks weighing less than 300 grams at fledging had a reduced probability of surviving past the first year. They suggested that changes in the sea-ice season shifted the period of maximum krill stocks away from the penguins’ peak foraging season. Over the same period, two subpolar species—chinstrap (\( \text{Pygoscelis antarcticus} \)) and gentoo penguins (\( \text{Pygoscelis papua} \))—have successfully immigrated to the region and now constitute half of the total penguin population in the region. The mechanisms behind these shifts and their long-term outcome are unclear (Trivelpiece et al. 2011). The recent loss of sea ice could boost primary productivity in the Arctic Ocean by a factor of two or three. In the northern Bering Sea, primary-productivity changes caused by warming
and sea-ice loss have resulted in a dramatic reorganization of the ecosystem (Grebmeier et al. 2006). This shallow marine ecosystem was formerly characterized by high primary productivity and efficient export to the bottom, which supports a high stock of benthic prey for diving ducks and walruses. With the loss of sea ice and the warming of the water column, the export of surface productivity into the benthos has declined, which has caused a switch from a system with top predators sustained by benthic prey to one dominated by pelagic fish.

**Changes in biogeochemical cycles.** Changes in the extent, seasonality, and duration of cryosphere components affect the cycling of nutrients in land and ocean ecosystems. Glacier retreat and rock glacier shrinkage expose new landscapes that are typically carbon poor yet nutrient rich because of rock weathering. Microbial life—particularly nitrogen fixers—occupy these new landscapes (Nemergut et al. 2007), which increases the nitrate levels of streams and lakes down valley. These conditions are transient and slowly change as higher plants occupy the landscape over time scale of decades to centuries. High alpine waters are typically oligotrophic and are therefore susceptible to ecological changes that result from increases in nitrogen export from the land (Baron et al. 2009). Williams and colleagues (2007) characterized the nutrient content in the outflow of the Green Lake 5 rock glacier, located in the Green Lakes Valley of the Colorado Front Range. The nitrate concentrations from the rock glacier are among the highest reported for high-elevation surface waters. These extreme nitrate concentrations appear to be characteristic of rock glacier outflows in the Rocky Mountains (Williams et al. 2007). Fluorescence index values and dissolved organic matter (DOM) measurements are consistent with a switch from terrestrial DOM in the summer to an increasingly aquatic-like microbial source during the autumn months. Glacier melting has also been implicated in the regulation of phytoplankton species composition in Antarctic coastal regions where diatoms—the preferred food for Antarctic krill (see above)—are being replaced by less-palatable cryptophytes. Glacial inputs change light availability by stabilizing the surface-water column and possibly stimulate growth selectively by adding limiting micronutrients (Dierssen et al. 2002). Melting glaciers and sea ice also transfer airborne pollutants stored in the snow and ice to the marine environment.

Perhaps the most important result from the reduction in duration of lake ice in a warming climate is less-frequent oxygen-depletion events and the associated adverse biological consequences (Prowse et al. 2006). For river ice, large fluxes of allochthonous detrital material and nutrients are flushed into the river water column because of channel scour during ice breakup and flooding. Geomorphically, at the Pine Island LTER site in coastal Massachusetts, the formation and transport of river ice are important factors in determining salt marsh platform elevation and have implications for responses to rising sea level. The delivery of sediment to the marsh through ice rafting (Wood et al. 1989), the compression of the marsh surface as a function of ice thickness, and the scour of vegetation are winter processes that will change as less river ice forms and its transport into fringing salt marshes declines in the coming decades.

In cold regions, nutrient cycling is closely coupled with snowpack dynamics, with much of the annual export of stream nutrients occurring in winter, when biological uptake is low. Changes in the snowpack alter hydrology, which affects the amount, timing, and magnitude of spring snowmelt. The resulting changes in streamflow not only affect nutrient transport but, when they are combined with changes in temperature, also affect aquatic habitats, causing potential shifts in species assemblages. Nutrients accumulate in the snowpack over winter and are released in an ionic pulse during the first portion of snowmelt (Johannessen and Henriksen 1978). Although snowmelt can be an important source of nutrients and water early in the growing season, it can also cause episodic acidification in areas with high atmospheric deposition and poorly buffered soils (e.g., Schaefer et al. 1990). The soils beneath the snowpack are also an important source of nutrients during winter and early spring. The snowpack regulates soil temperatures, keeping them warm enough for many biologically mediated reactions. Snow fence experiments, which enhance winter snow accumulation, have shown that higher rates of soil microbial respiration and nitrogen mineralization occur under deeper snowpacks in subalpine forest and Arctic tundra environments because of warmer soil temperatures that result from the thermally insulating effects of the snow (Schimel et al. 2004). In contrast, in boreal spruce and temperate hardwood forests, thin winter snowpacks increase the frequency and depth of soil freezing, which results in elevated summer nitrogen emissions that are probably a result of reduced nitrate uptake by damaged roots and by root decomposition (Fitzhugh et al. 2001, Malijanen et al. 2010). Fluxes of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) mirror those of nitrogen, and the timing and magnitude of the nitrogen and CO$_2$ fluxes in all cases...
depends on plant species. Elevated nitrogen mineralization contributes significantly to fluxes of greenhouse gases and to the cycling of nitrogen and carbon. In the mixed-grass prairie of North America, greater snowpack increased soil moisture by midsummer, which resulted in increased soil respiration (Chimner and Welker 2005) and increased plant invasions (Blumenthal et al. 2008).

But most of the attention to the biogeochemical consequences of cryosphere loss has been focused on the potential for changes in carbon storage and release. Arctic permafrost contains twice the CO₂ found in the atmosphere, which dramatically demonstrates the potential for altering the climate as further warming occurs. Site-specific information can provide some indication as to the future release rate of carbon from thawing permafrost. A recent group of studies was focused on an upland thermokarst site near Denali National Park in Alaska, where changes in plant and soil processes were studied as a function of time since the thermokarst disturbance was initiated. The studies showed that increased permafrost thaw and ground-surface subsidence increased net and gross primary productivity as plant growth was stimulated by a thaw (Vogel et al. 2010). Plant species composition changed along with changes in plant growth rates as graminoid-dominated moist acidic tundra shifted to shrub-dominated tundra with increased rates of thawing. The increased carbon uptake by plants initially offset the greater ecosystem respiration, such that this thermokarst was a net sink of carbon 15 years after the initiation of the thaw, even though decomposition of older carbon deep in the soil was already taking place (Schuur et al. 2009). Over more decades of thaw, plant growth rates remained high, but increased soil carbon losses eventually offset the greater carbon uptake, and this thermokarst became a net source of carbon to the atmosphere.

In a contrasting study of lowland thermokarst in three Canadian peatlands, the carbon accumulation in surface soil organic matter was higher in unfrozen bogs and in areas where permafrost had degraded than in areas where permafrost was intact (Turetsky et al. 2007). This growth in surface soil carbon accumulation was consistent with the Alaskan upland study, but the equivalent net ecosystem carbon exchange measurements were not available to determine whether the thawed permafrost peat ecosystems were overall net sources or sinks of carbon. Permafrost thaw in this lowland system promoted the release of methane (CH₄) because waterlogged conditions predominated in Sphagnum moss lawns that replaced the feather moss (Hylocomium splendens) and black spruce (Picea mariana) forest in locations where permafrost degraded. This CH₄ release was hypothesized to potentially offset the observed surface soil carbon accumulation for at least for 70 years, until plant and ecosystem succession in the moss lawn created conditions more like those in the unfrozen bogs, which stored surface soil carbon but released only small amounts of CH₄. The release of CH₄ is a common pathway of carbon loss in lowland thermokarst, where drainage is restricted (Myers-Smith et al. 2007), and CH₄ has 25 times greater heat-trapping capacity than CO₂ on a century timescale. However, decreased total carbon emissions in anaerobic systems can partially offset the increased radiative forcing of CH₄ release, which possibly makes the net radiative forcing of increased carbon losses in lowland and upland thermokarst more similar than what the difference in heat-trapping capacity between CO₂ and CH₄ would initially suggest.

The oceanic sink for anthropogenic CO₂ is large and lessens the potential greenhouse effect by limiting CO₂ accumulation in the atmosphere. The current (2009) net annual carbon uptake by the ocean is 2.3 ± 0.4 petagrams (Pg) of carbon per year, compared to 2.4 Pg of carbon per year for land, but the land uptake is partially offset by the 1.1 ± 0.7 Pg of carbon per year in releases caused by deforestation (Le Quéré et al. 2009). As the ocean warms and its inventory of CO₂ increases, the oceanic sink is expected to weaken. Oceanic CO₂ uptake is governed by gas exchange across the air–sea interface, so the regional allocation of CO₂ uptake is primarily a function of the area of sea surface involved. This fraction has been predicted to increase as ice melts and productivity increases, which will expose new ocean areas to solar irradiance (Peck et al. 2010). The Arctic Ocean constitutes just 3% of the total ocean area and is mostly covered by sea ice, which blocks gas exchange, but it accounts for 5%–14% of the total ocean CO₂ uptake. New observations suggest, however, that the recent dramatic loss of sea ice has been accompanied by decreased rather than increased CO₂ uptake (Cai et al. 2010), which is counter to current understanding and predictions. The rapid, diverse, and complex changes wrought by cryosphere loss constitute a major scientific challenge that demands new large-scale observing systems on land and in the ocean to provide new observational infrastructure as a resource for coordinated experimental studies performed by the LTER Network and other scientists.

**Effects on humans from the loss of snow and ice**

Cryosphere loss will result in far-reaching social, economic, and geopolitical impacts, but a detailed treatment is beyond the scope of this synthesis. Most attention has been devoted to the impacts associated with a loss of snow cover, glacier melting, and sea-level rise, which are treated elsewhere (Kundzewicz et al. 2007). Thawing permafrost will also have important social consequences, because it can destabilize engineered structures and can cause destructive slides, flows, and slumps. Changes in snow cover can have important consequences for humans and may affect many diverse activities, including agriculture, recreation, tourism, engineering, commerce, and energy production. For example, the New Hampshire ski industry has abandoned low-elevation ski areas in the southern part of the state since the 1970s, in part because of climate warming, in favor of ski areas at higher elevations in the north (Hamilton et al. 2003). Skiing contributes about $1 billion annually to the economy of Utah, but recent climate change
evaluations of the ski industry there suggest that it is at risk in the next several decades (Lazar and Williams 2008). A similar impact is anticipated for the Pacific Northwest. The most important effect is the influence on streamflow. In many semiarid regions of the world, such as the southwestern United States, snowmelt from mountain snowpacks is the dominant source of water for human consumption and irrigation. Therefore, changes in the amount and timing of snowmelt in mountainous areas could affect stream ecosystem services, such as drinking-water supply, wastewater assimilation, and hydropower. Lesser amounts of snow could also have an impact on agriculture and the ability to produce food, both through an increased occurrence of drought and through an inadequate supply of water for irrigation. Some evidence suggests that changes in snowmelt may also increase the risk of forest fires. In the western United States, earlier snowmelt dates correspond to increased wildfire frequency, because soils and vegetation are becoming drier and the period of potential ignition is lengthening (Westerling et al. 2006). Estimates of sea-level rise to 2100 have been continually revised upward since the 2007 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Solomon et al. 2007) as new data and modeling have been developed. At the time of this writing, the rise in sea level by the end of the century is projected to be about 1 m (Pfeffer et al. 2008). The economic cost of a 1-m rise in sea level is estimated to exceed $1 trillion (Anthoff et al. 2010), with enormous social and political dislocations as residents of low-lying regions are forced to move to higher ground.

The Arctic has emerged as a key laboratory for the study of climate change impacts on human communities, partly because it is host to the world’s largest indigenous population that maintains a subsistence lifestyle (Kofinas et al. 2010) and partly because of the rapidly manifesting impacts on infrastructure, transportation, and international relations. The complex interplay among climate, biogeochemical, ecological, and sociopolitical factors responding to cryosphere loss in the Arctic and around the world demands new levels of interdisciplinary collaboration and new models for scientific study (Driscoll et al. 2012 [in this issue]). A system-level understanding of the global cryosphere is fundamental to predicting the future course of the Earth’s socioecological system and to laying out a course for human social, political, and economic adaptation to climate change. As was demonstrated in this article and others in this issue, socioecological ecosystem science as pioneered by the US LTER Network is a key component of our current and future understanding of cryospheric change.

Conclusions
Earth is distinguished in the solar system by the coexistence of water in its three phases: solid (frozen), liquid (melted), and gas (evaporated). The solid phase—the global cryosphere in all its components: glaciers, snow, permafrost, sea, lake, and river ice—is arguably the most rapidly changing element of the Earth system. Cryosphere loss can be viewed as a planetary-scale redistribution of solid water into its liquid and gas phases. This large-scale reorganization will trigger changes in the balance of positive and negative feedbacks in the climate system (e.g., changes in planetary albedo), with far-reaching consequences for ecosystems and society, including changes in sea level, precipitation, and water availability. The current geophysical rates of cryosphere loss are now well documented but our lack in understanding of the relevant mechanisms limits our ability to predict the future course of change, with potentially grave consequences for society. In particular, we lack long-term observations and system-level experiments in which the linkages between changes in physical habitat and climate on one hand and ecosystem structure and biogeochemical functions on the other are addressed. LTER Network sites have pioneered coordinated observations and experimental manipulations of ecosystems and elemental cycles (Knapp et al. 2012 [in this issue]). An expansion of our fundamental knowledge of the phenologies and processes governing ecosystem responses to climate change is a necessary first step in creating future scenarios of change and human responses to it (Thompson et al. 2012 [in this issue]). This new understanding will continue to come from LTER sites situated in all the major cryosphere systems (table 1).
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